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E1 Chichon Volcanic Aerosols: Impact of Radiative, Thermal,
and Chemical

Perturbations
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We examine the consequences
of the eruption of the E1 Chichon volcano on the Earth's stratospheric chemistry. Formed after the eruption, the volcanic aerosolcloud, with a peak particle
densityat 27 kin, wasvery efficientat altering the radiation field. The resultsof a one-dimensional
radiative transfer model show that the total radiation increasedby 8% within the aerosollayer

longward
of 3000-•. At certainaltitudesandwavelengths
below3000.•,the total radiationdecreasedby 15%. Consequently,there are changesin the photolysisrates obtained with a onedimensionalphotochemicalmodel: for example, 02 photodissociationrate constantsdecreaseby
10%, while Os photodissociationrate constantsincreaseby a comparable amount. A combination
of this radiation change and the effect of a temperature variation of a few degreescausesthe
abundanceof Os to decreaseby 7% at 24 km, in good agreementwith the Solar Backscattered

Ultravioletexperiment(SBUV) measurements
of a 5-10% decrease.The combinedradiative and
thermalperturbations
on the concentrations
of O, O(•D), OH, HO2, H202, NO, NO2, NO3,
N205, HNOs, HO2NO2, C1, C10, C102, HOC1, C1NOs, and HC1 are computed and presented
in detail. However,these changesas calculated are insufficientto explain the observationsof significant decreasesin NO and NO2 and increases in HC1. A heterogeneousreaction catalyzed by
aerosolsurfaceswhich transforms C1NOs into HC1 provides a pathway for sequesteringNOx, and
at the same time reduces C1NOs in favor of HC1. The inclusion of this reaction in the model leads

to a satisfactorysingle-stepexplanation of the otherwisepuzzling observationsof NO, NO2, and
HC1. The observedlack of change in HNOs cannot be explained by this hypothesis. The effects
of a number of hererogenousreactions, some believed to be important for the Antarctic stratosphere,have been assessed
with our model. We also examine the hypothesisof direct injection of
gasesfrom the volcanointo the stratosphere.Only an unrealisticallylarge injection(60% column
increaseabove12 km) resultsin an HC1 increasein agreementwith observations.An equallylarge
water injectiondecreases
HC1, and decreases
the NO and NO2 by as muchas 20%, but still does
not simulate the observed NOx decrease.

evaluate whether or not our models respond well to halocarbon, CO2 or CH4 injections, because the atmosphere takes
Interest in developingcomprehensivestratosphericphotomany years to show a measurable effect. Some examples
chemical models emerged when it was realized that anthroof useful changes that can be studied are the diurnal and
pogenically produced halocarbons had an adverse impact seasonal variations seen in concentration profiles, and the
on the ozonelayer [MolinaandRowland,1974;Rowlandand consequencesof solar eclipses, and volcanic eruptions.
Molina, 1975; Ciceroneet al., 1983; Prather et al., 1984].
When the stratospheric aerosol concentration increases
The long-term effects of man-made pollutants can only be suddenly, becauseof an explosive volcanic eruption, we expredicted accurately with models that are a complete depect the atmosphereto respond. There are measuredvariascription of important atmosphericprocesses.Stratospheric
tions in temperature, radiation field, general weather patphotochemicalmodeling has undergonemany stages of reterns, planetary albedo, and chemical species concentrafinement; a critical evaluation of remaining problems was tions. Based on the current understanding of the scattermadeby Watsonet al. [1985].Nevertheless,
the modelsstill ing and chemical properties of volcanic aerosols, we can
do not adequately reproduce the ensembleof ozone concenuse models to investigate the impact of the presenceof the
tration measurements
above35 km (see,for example, Wat- aerosols,and calculate, for example, changesin the radiasonet al. [1985]and, mostrecently,McElroyand Salawitch tion field and speciesconcentrations. If the predictions of
[1989]). Finding the explanationof the newly discovered the model are in good agreementwith the observationsof
"ozonehole" over Antarctica,appearingeachspring [Far- changesafter the eruption, we can concludethat the theoman et al., 1985],is a new challengefor stratospheric
mod- retical model is a complete description of stratospheric proeling.
cesses.
One of the best ways of testing the completenessof our
In this work, we investigate the impact on the stratophotochemical model in representing the atmosphere is by sphereof the March-April 1982 eruptions of the E1 Chichon
studyingits responseto a known change. The time scalefor
volcano(17.33øN,93.2øW)[e.g.,Pollacket al., 1983].There
the responsehas to be short enough that we may observe
wasan injectionof morethan 10•2 g of SO2into the stratthe changesin the atmosphere.For example, it is difficult to
1.

INTRODUCTION

osphereat 30 km [Krueger,1983].The SO2wasoxidizedto

SOs, which subsequentlyreactedwith water to form H2SO4.
•Also at Jet PropulsionLaboratory, California Institute of
Technology,Pasadena, California.
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After condensation,
sulfuricacidaerosols
(composed
of 75%
H2804, and 25% H20) wereformed[Hofmannand Rosen,
1984]. After 3 weeks,the volcaniccloud had circled the
globebetween0 and 30øN. The altitude of the peak aerosol
concentration
had droppedto 27 km after 8 weeks[Barthet
al., 1983].
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tude before, and 3-6 months after, the eruption of E1 Chi-

stratosphere
wereinvestigated
by McKeenet al. [1984].They chon. Therefore,eventhough there were many observations
modeled the chemicaleffectsof the formation of HsSO4, and
compared their calculated SOs chemical lifetimes with observations. In this way, they were able to put constraints

after April 1982, we focuson data summarized in Table I for
the purposeof understandingwhat changesoccurredin the
atmosphereas a result of the eruption. Radiative and ther-

on the formation

mal perturbations introduced into our model calculations

of sulfate.

Their calculations

showed that

the formation of sulfate from HSOs had to regenerate

can explain the observed Os changesbut fail to account
for the changesin the other specieslisted above. Other
served(30-40 days).This resultedin no net changein HOx; processes,necessarilymore speculative, must be invoked to
therefore, once the aerosolswere formed, the atmosphere explainalmostall the observations
simultaneously.
had returned to its original chemical state.
Many new ideas have blossomed in the face of the chalThe photochemical
calculationsof McKeenet al. [1984] lengeto explainthe Antarctic ozonehole. Perhapsthe most
simulated the chemical responseof the atmosphere to the fruitful of theseideasis that the polar stratosphericclouds,
formation of HsSO4 from the SOs injected during the vol- presentduring the polar winter, act as catalytic surfacesfor
in order to be consistent with the SOs chemical lifetime ob-

caniceruption. Thomaset al. [1983]foundthat the peak reactionsinvolvingNsO5, C1NOs,HC1, and HsO [Solomon
in the optical depth of the aerosol cloud was reached 15
weeks after the eruption. After that date, the decline was
consistent with the gravitational settling time. Therefore
all important chemical effects that were due to the process of formation of the surfate particles, as modeled by

et al., 1986; McElroy et al., 1986; Molina et al., 1987; Tolbert

eta/., 1987].Thereis nowevidencethat suchheterogeneous
reactionsmay havea universalcharacter.For instance,they
are believedto be responsiblefor the "unusual"springtime
photochemistryrecentlyobservedin the Arctic stratosphere

McKeenet al. [1984],werecompleteby July. McKeenet al. campaign
(C. B. Farmer,privatecommunication,
1989).In
[1984]did not considerany radiativeeffectresultingfrom this work we find that invokinga heterogeneousreaction of
the increased scattering caused by the aerosol cloud. The
optical depth of the stratospheric aerosolswas near 0.25 at

the form,

6000-7000
]• [DeLuisi
et al.,1983]in June-July
1982.This
is a substantial

increase in the aerosol content

C1NOs-• HC1

(HI)

of the strat-

osphere, becausethe background level of the aerosol opti-

cal depthis onlyabout10-3 [e.g.,WangandMcCormick,on the surfaceof volcanicaerosols(the NOs is sequestered
1985].This aerosol-cloud
layer,spreadout between16 and
30 km [DeLuisiet al., 1983],wasstill observable
a year after the eruption[HolmannandRosen,1983; Thomaset al.,
1983;Adrianiet al., 1983;SpinhirneandKing, 1985].JSger
and Carnuth[1987]trackedthe aerosollayeruntil the endof

in the aerosol)providesa satisfactoryexplanationof the
observedchangesin HC1, NO, and NOs. Thus combining

1985. Therefore the impact of this cloud on the stratosphere

discussedlater, we believe that the OH observations are in

the resultsdue to radiative and thermal perturbations and
a heterogeneousreaction, we can explain all the observations summarized in Table I except for HNOs and OH. As

couldbe significant.Pollackand Ackerman[1983]showed error. The HNOs observationrequiresan alternativeexplatheoretically that the volcaniccloud increasedthe planetary
albedo, decreasedthe temperature and solar radiation below
the cloud, and increasedthe temperature within the cloud.
This last prediction matched the observationsof Labitzke et

al. [1983]and Quiroz[1983].
The aerosolschangethe radiation field in the stratosphere
and thereforehave a direct effecton photolysisrates, and on
concentrationsof species.One purposeof this study is first
to investigate and quantify the effect of the E1 Chichon vol-

canicaerosolson the chemistryof the stratospherethrough
the radiation changes. To study the radiation field, we

first usea one-dimensional
radiative-transfer
model(D. V.
Michelangeli
et al., manuscriptin preparation,1989)to calculate the total actinic flux (attenuatedsolar beam and
scatteredflux) within the stratosphere.This is donefor
a standard "clear" model atmosphere,and for an "aerosolcontaining" one based on the observational data of the E1
Chichon stratospheric aerosols. With a one-dimensional

chemicalkineticsmodel[Froidevaux
et al., 1985]that uses
the diffuse actinic flux values from the radiative

transfer

model, the changesin photochemical rates and concentrations resulting from the inclusion of aerosolsare studied.

A temperatureperturbationbasedon calculatedchanges
is
also added to the aerosol-containing
case.
We focusour discussionon observedchangesin the concentrationsof O3, HC1, NO, NOs, HNO3, and OH after the
eruption of the volcano. Only for thesespeciesare measurements available from the same instrument

near 20øN lati-

nation.

Two typesof results,of very differentnature, are reported
here. The first part is the rigorousand compellingconsequencesof the impact of well-establishedradiative and thermal perturbations on stratosphericspecies.The results are
important for explainingthe observedOs changesand seem
to agreequalitatively with the observationof other species,
but these results fail to quantitatively account for all the
observedchangesin speciesabundances. Nevertheless,we
believe that a complete discussionof these results is important for their own sake, for the insightsthey provide to
currentmodelsof stratosphericchemistry,and for planning
future stratosphericobservationsafter a volcaniceruption.
The secondpart of the paper concernsheterogeneous
reactions. Here, we face a problemwhich is oppositethat of the
first part of the paper, in that we are trying to constrain
the nature of the mechanismof the perturbationby fitting
the observations.We find a heterogeneousreaction that can
reasonablysimulatethe observations,but we cannot rigorously prove that it is unique. To demonstratethat this solution is more plausiblethan the other solutions,we explore
a number of other heterogeneousreactions which have been
postulatedto be important in the Antarctic stratosphere,as
well as the hypothesisof direct injection of Cls, HC1, and
HsO into the stratosphere.A detailed discussionof theseresuits is given. The most important use of theseresults is the
constraintswe can place on the possibleglobal importance
of heterogeneous
chemistryin the lower stratosphere.
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TABLE 1. Comparisonof Observationsof SpeciesAfter the E1 ChichonEruption and Model Results
,

Observation

Altitude, km

Species

24-30

03

Altitude, km

Reference
Heath and ScMesinger

CaseA, %

Case B, %

Case C, %

24

-3.0

-7

-12

24

+8

+10

+ 102

column
above

+2.7

[1984]
Chandra[1987]

-4.6

21.6-27.4

HC1

Change, %
-6-10

25

Model

+30-40

B.W.

Gandrud and

A. L. Lazarus

column
above

(private communication, 1983)
Mankin and Coffey
[1984]

+40

12 km

+41

12 km

26

NO

+ 1.7

•-50

McFarland et al.

26

•+4

•+ 1

-44

[1986]
30

-75

Roscoeet al.

30

-2

-5

-60

26

-3.5

-3

-49

column
above

-0.03

-2.8

-28

+0.5

- 2.9

- 25

-0.1

-0.8

[1986]
NO2

26

•-50

25-32

McFarlandeta/.
[1986]

-50

Roscoe et al.

[1986]
NO + NO2

column
above

-50

Mankin and Coffey
[1986]

12 km

NO2/NO

12 km

20.31

(seetext)

McFarland
et al.

(seetext)

[1986]
HNO3

column
above

NO

Marin and Coffey
[1986]

12 km

OH

column
above
12 km

column

+35

Burnett and Burnett

above

[1984]

column

+6

above

0 km

0 km

CaseA, modelcalculationsincludingonly the perturbationof the radiationfield;caseB, caseA with the additionaleffectsof the
temperatureperturbation;caseC, caseB with the inclusionof heterogeneous
reaction(HI) C1NOa-• HC1. All modelresultsfor
20øN, 1400LT (solarzenith angleof 45ø).

2.

RADIATIVE

seeVandeHulst[1980]and Hansenand Travis[1974]),are

TRANSFER

independent of wavelength. The particle extinction cross
Our radiative

transfer

model treats

the attenuation

of

the solar beam using spherical geometry, while the multiple scattering is evaluated for an inhomogeneous,plane
parallel atmosphere. For details, see D. V. Michelangeli et

section
ranges
from1.8x 10-s cm2 at 8000X to 1.4x 10-s
cm2 for wavelengths
_•2560
X. Fromthe total "dust"optical depth as a function of wavelengthrecorded in June-

July, at Mauna Los in Hawaii (20øN) (Figure 3 of DeLuisi
ratio obtainedby lial. (manuscript
in preparation,1989);an earlierversionof et al. [1983])and the backscattering
thisradiationmodelwasdescribed
by Gladstone
[1982]and dar sounding(Figure1 of DeLuisiet al. [1983]),we obtain
Froidevaux
et al. [1985].In the model,the directsolarbeam the vertical distribution of the optical depth change that is
is attenuated by Rayleigh scatteringby N2 and 02 and absorptionby Os, 02, and NO2. The total actinic flux is the
sum of the direct flux and the diffuseflux (due to multiple

due to volcanicaerosolloading as a function of wavelength.
The aerosolsare distributed between 16 and 30 km, and the

largestincreasein optical depth was between27 and 29 km

scatteringand integratedover4•r steradians).The calcula-

(40%of total opticaldepthdueto aerosolscattering).The

tions were performedfor solar zenith anglesbetween 0 and

sharp gradient near 30 km seemsto be real, since it was

89ø,wavelengths
from1750to 8000A, andaltitudes
from0

alsoobserved
by Shibataet al. [1984].Their radar measure-

ments extend up to 32 km and show a clear drop off of the
prescribedat the lowerboundary. The surfuricacid aerosols scattering ratio at those high altitudes.
to 50 km.

A Lambert

surface with an albedo of 0.25 was

were added to the model as scatterers of the radiation.

In a "clear"atmosphere(no aerosolscattering),there is

calculationsof Pollackand Ackerman[1983],which com-

little direct flux shortwardof 3000X and below 30 km. This
is mainly due to the extremely high absorption cross sec-

pared well with the observationaldata of Knollenbergand

tionof Os (Hartleybandsfrom2000to 3000A) and02

The optical propertiesof the aerosolsare taken from the

andHerzberg
bands
shortward
2000A)
Huffman[1983]and Clarkeet al. [1983].The averagesingle (Schumann-Runge
scattering
albedo(0.99),andthe asymmetryfactor(g = 0.7) [Liou, 1980]. In the regionsof particularlylarge absorp2000A andbyOsat 2500A) thedirect
for the Henyey-Greenstein
phasefunction (for definitions, tions(by02 below
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flux is zero and does not changewhen the aerosolsare in-

cluded(Figure l a). Theserepresentthe dotted regionsin
Figure l a. The aerosolsscatter the photons out of the di-

rect beam, attenuating the radiation by as much as 30%
(Figuresl a and lb). The small-scale
structurein the per-

centchanges
with altitudeshortwardof •,2850/• are dueto
numerical noise, causedby taking differencesof small direct

flux values.Longward
of 3000/•, thereis a smoothvariationwithaltitude,asexpected
(Figurelb). From3000/•to
8000/•,theextinction
crosssection
of theaerosols
increases
from1.4to 1.8x 10-s cm2, whichcauses
largerdecreases
in

• 20

10

the directflux at longerwavelengths
(Figurelb).
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Fig. 2. The percentdifference(as definedin Figure 1) in the
diffuseflux asa functionof altitude (kilometers)for a solarzenith

4O

angle
of45ø (.a)forwavelengths
from1750to3000J•and(b)from

3000 to $000 A.

20

.........

.............
28 ............

-

ozone absorption. Therefore the probability of absorption
increases, so we observe a net loss of flux. The diffuse flux

variesas a functionof solarzenith anglein the way described

by LutherandGeliLlS[1976]andFroidevaux
et al. [1985]for

lO

'

3000

i
4000

i
5000

!

i
6000

7000

8000

WAVELENGTH (A)

Fig. 1.

The percent difference in the direct flux as a func-

tion of altitude (in kilometers)for a solar zenith angle of 45ø,
where the percent difference in a quantity X is defined as

[(Xaerosols-Xno aerosols)/Xno
aerosols]
X 100. The shadedareasrepresentregionsof zero flux in the "no aerosol"case. (a) For

both clear and aerosol-containingcases. There is a smooth
decreasein the diffuse flux with increasingangle. At 90ø
solar zenith angle, the curvesconvergeto near zero diffuse
flux at the ground.

Between
20 and30km,near2000/•and3000/•,a slight
decreasein total radiation is obtained, since the radiation
field is dominatedby the direct flux, which is very small

(almostzero), but decreases
slightlywhen the aerosolsare

wavelengths
from1750to 3000J•. (b)Forwavelengths
from3000 added(Figure3a). At 2500/•thereisnodirectflux;thereto 8000 A.

The aerosols,being nearly white scatterers,increasethe

fore the total radiation decreasereflectsthe changein the
diffuseflux. Between 2750/• and 3000/• the radiation increasesby as much as 80% becausethe diffuseflux increases
by morethan 100%and is the mostimportantcomponentof

diffuse
actinicfluxat wavelengths
longerthan2750/•and,in

thetotalradiation.Longward
of 4000/•,wherethetotalrathe windowof the O2 absorption,
between2000and 2250/• diationincreasesby 8% within the aerosollayer, the diffuse
(Figures2a and2b). The largestchange(>100%)wasob- flux is also the most important contributor to the radiation
tainedwithinthe aerosollayer. Shortward
of 3000/•, the field. At 3000/•and6000/•the directfluxis thelargest
increasesare particularly large becauseof the small flux valuesin the "clear"atmosphere.Also, a large enhancementin

component
ofthetotalradiation
(asfor2000/•and2500/•),
and therefore we observe a decrease in the total radiation

the diffuse
fluxis foundat 8000/•,wherethereis little gas at 3000/•andsmaller
increases
at 6000/•(Figure
3b).This
absorptionand where the dependenceon the surfacealbedo effectat 6000/• is caused
by the Oa Chappuis
bandsand
is the largest.At 2500/• the diffuseflux decreases
because disappearson removalof the Oa Chappuis absorption. In
the aerosolsscatter the radiation in a way that increases this regionof enhancedgasabsorption,the increasedaerosol
the effectivepathlengthof the photonsin a regionof strong scatteringleads to a longer path length for each photon,
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models were iterated with computed Os and NO2 profiles
entered into radiative calculations and the consequent radiation field entered into the photochemicalcalculation. Upon
comparing results from successivecalculations, we found

5O

4O

that there was less than a 1% difference in the radiation

longward
of 3000/lt.
• 20

3.

::.-:::::

{o

I III/

5:

PHOTOCHEMICAL

MODEL

We used the one-dimensional stratospheric chemistry

modeldescribed
by Froidevaux
et al. [1985],in whichchemi-

lO

..........

1750

•

2000

2250

2500

2750

3000

cal production and lossaxecoupled to transport, parameterized by an eddy diffusioncoefficient. The rate constantsused
in the calculations are similar to those adopted by Froide-

vauxet al. [1985].Tables23 and 2b list the reactionswith
5O

!

I

i

updated rate constantsas well as other reactions referred

!

to in the text of this paper. The boundary conditions are

identicalto thosein Froidevauxet al. [1985]. A changeto

4O

•

the 1985model is the extensionto 1750A of the short wavelength cutoff for the inclusionof the diffuseradiation field.
The background model atmosphere used is that of the
U.S. StandardAtmosphere1976. The latitude (20øN) and

season(summersolstice)are chosento correspondto the

20

3ooo

4000

5000

6000

7ooo

aooo

WAVELENGTS (A)

Fig. 3. The percentdifference(as definedin Figure 1) in the
total radiation as a function of altitude (kilometers) for a solar

position and date of the aerosol observationsused in our
calculations and certain speciesmeasurements. The water
vapor mixing ratio is fixed from 0 to 16 km. All calculations
are performed from 0 to 60 km.
Most of the calculations were run to steady state in a
diurnally varying radiation field, marched forward in time

until convergence
(< 2% differencein concentrations
from
day to day) was achieved.The modelresultsthus obtained
for steady state differ by < 2% from calculationsdone ex-

zenith
angle
of45ø (a)ofor
wavelengths
from1750to 3000
]i and plicitly for an elapsed time of 3 months, correspondingto
(b) from 3000 to 8000A.

the time period for most observationsto be discussed.
Five basic casesshall be considered, starting with a standard, clear steadystate atmosphere,to which we compareall

therefore leading to enhancedOs Chappuis absorption of
other calculations. The second case considers the radiative
the diffuseradiation field. Above the aerosollayer, the total
radiation increasesby 2% becauseof the extra backscatter- effects of the aerosols,while the third case investigates the
ing. Below the aerosollayer we obtain a few percent increase combined effects of the radiation change and temperature
in the total radiation. This result is counter-intuitive, since variation within the aerosol layer, as calculated by Pollack
we would expect the aerosolsto decreasethe total radiaand Ackcrman[1983] (which matchedthe observations
of
tion at the ground. This effectis discussedfurther by D. V.
Labitzkeet al. [1983]and Quiroz[1983]).The temperature
Michelangeliet al. (manuscriptin preparation,1989). The changerangesfrom +0.9øC at 14 km, to +3.2øC at 24 km,
calculations show that the presenceof aerosolsleads to a and to -3.1øC at 38 km, above which the temperature did
not change. The decreaseabove 30 km is probably an over"trapping" of photons in the atmosphere.
Our radiation results are in good agreementwith the ob- estimate of the changein temperature. Becauseof the lack

servationsof DeLuisiet al. [1983]. They measuredwith
open-bandand broad-bandfilters, a 5.6% decreasein the

TABLE

total radiation in the 0.3 to 3 pm bands at noon with a
pyranometerat Mauna Loa, in June-July 1982. This mea-

Reaction

surementcorresponds
to the irradiance(net flux througha
surface),not to the actinicflux. At solarzenithanglesof 0ø

andintegrating
from3000to 8000/•,weighted
by the solar
flux, we obtain a 2% irradiance decreasewhich agreesreasonablywell with the observations,consideringhow difficult
the interpretation of the measurementis. They also found
that the direct flux alone had decreasedby 21.3%, which
comparesvery well with our 21% decreaseat 0ø solarzenith

anglefrom3000to 8000/lt.Unfortunately,
theobservations
do not exist at other solar zenith angles to permit further
comparison.
The chemical and radiation

field calculations

were solved

self-consistently.Runs of the photochemical and radiative

23.
Number

Partial

List of Photochemical
Reaction

3

Os + by, --} 02 + O

4

Os+hv'•

6
8
9
10
11
12
13
23
24
25
26

Reactions

H202 + hv, --}
NO +hv, --}
NO2+h•,-•NO
NOs + hv, --}
NOs + hv, --}
N205 + by, --}
HNOa + by, --}
C1NOa + by, --}

O2+O(1D)
2OH
N + O
+O
NO2 + O
NO + 02
2NO2 + O
NO2 + OH
C1 + NOs

HOC1 + by, --} OH + C1
CIO + h•, -• CI + O
H C1 + by, --} H + C1

All reaction numbers and cross-section references correspond

to thosein Table lb in t•roidevaux
et al. [1985].
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Reaction

Number
1
2

6
10
17
18
19
29
32
33
34
35
38
40
45
46
47
48
54
55
56
57
58
6O
61
68
74
77
84
88
89

25.

Partial

List of Chemical

EL CHICliON VOLCANIC AEROSOLS

Reactions

Reaction

0 + 02+M
0+03-•

-• 03+M
202'

O(•D) + H20--* 2OH
O(•D) + N20 -• 2NO
O + OH
O+HO2
OH + 03
OH + HO2
O+NO2
03 + NO
HO2 + NO
NO + O+M
NO3 + NO

--*
-'*
-'*
-'*
-'*
--•
-•
-•
-•

O2+H
OH+O2
HO2 + 02
H20 + O2'
NO+O2
NO2 + 02
NO2 + OH
NO2+M*
2NO2*

NO3 + NO2+M

--• N2Os+M*

OH + NO2+M

-• HNOa+M

OH + HNOs
HO2 + NO2+M
OH + HO2NO2
C1 + Os
O + C10

-•
-•
--*
-•
-.

NOs + H20*
HO2NO2+M*
H20 + NO2 + 02
C10 + 02
C1 + O2'

C10 + NO
C10 + OH
C1 + 02 +M
OH + HC1
C1 + CH4
HO2 + C10

-.
-*
-•
-•
-*
--*

C1 + NO2
C1 + HO2*
C1OO+M
C1 + H20*
HC1 + CHs
HOC1 + 02

CHs + O2+M
CHsO + 02
CHsOOH + OH
OH + C2H2
OH + C2H6

-•
-•
-,
--•
-•

CHsO2+M*
H2CO + HO2*
CHsO2 + H20*
products*
H20 + products*
,

All reaction numbers correspondto those in Table la of •ro/de-

vauzeta/. [1985].
* Reactions for which the rate constants have been updated

usingthe valuesfrom DeMoteeta/. [1985],while all otherswere
taken from _•o/devauz
eta/. [1985].

of data in this region, we should not put too much importance on the results above 30 km.

Our results show that

the temperature change has a significant effect. There are
substantial differencesin the percent changesfor the species
whose concentrationsare primarily determined by nonphotolytic processes.
Two additional, speculative scenariosare also modeled.
In one, we simulate the injections of C12, HC1, or H20. In
this case, the calculations were run for an elapsed time of
specifically 3 months, since in a steady state calculation,
material introduced in a one-time injection %vashesout."
In the other speculative scenario,effectsof potential heterogeneouschemistry on aerosolsare modeled. Becauseof the
uncertainty in the actual physicsof each of these cases,calculations with a diurnally averagedradiation field were felt
to be adequate, except for our "best" case, which was run
in a full diurnal mode. Also, these calculations were carried
out for only 3 months of model time to minimize problems
of mass loss due to absorption of gasesby the aerosols.
An important issuein doing thesecalculationsis the question of whether or not a one-dimensional,zonally averaged
representation of the atmosphere can be validly used in the
proposed simulations. We have compared our calculations
with observations3 months after the eruption. In this region of the stratosphere the mixing time scale from equa-

tor to pole is about 4-6 months[Rosenfeldet al., 1987].

and remained confined to that latitude region until at least
June of 1982. This observation suggeststhat there was little meridional transport at that season,so therefore we feel
our one-dimensionalmodel can be a valid representation of
atmosphericprocessesfor the first 3 months after the eruption. As for the possibleerror in the absolute abundances
of long-lived, transport dependent speciessuch as CH4 and

NO v, it is minimized,sincewe are only interestedin the relative changesin the speciesconcentrations, and report no
absolute values.
4.

RESULTS
WITH

OF PHOTOCHEMICAL

MODIFIED

RADIATION

TEMPERATURE

4.1.

Photod•ssoc•at•on

The diffuse actinic

CALCULATIONS
FIELD

AND

PERTURBATION

Rates

fluxes obtained

from the detailed

ra-

diative transfer calculations with the aerosolspresent are
entered into the photochemical model. The change in radiation field becauseof these aerosolsaffects the photodis-

sociationcoefficients
(J values),causingthem to increase
by as much as 10% or to decreaseby 15% for speciesabsorbingstrongly in regionswhere the total actinic radiation
increasesand decreases,respectively. The responseto the
change in the radiation field varies from speciesto species.
All photodissociationrate constantsthat changedby more

than 1% are reported in Figures4a-4c. The specieswhose

peakabsorption
crosssection
is between
2000and3000
(02, H20, NO, HNOs, HC1) havedecreasing
photodissociation rate constants. More specifically,02, NO, and H20

havelargeabsorption
crosssections
shortward
of 2000
andHC1absorbs
shortward
of 2300•, wherethe total radiation decreasesby a maximum of 15% between 15 and

30 km (seeFigure3a). In thesecases,the photodissociation
rate constants
decrease
by up to 15%from 15 to 30 km (Figures4a-4c). For HNOs the absorptionrangesfrom 1900to

3275.•, covering
a widewavelength
regionofincreasing
and
decreasing
total radiation(Figures3a and 35). Therefore
the decreasein the photodissociationrate constant is only

7% (Figure45).
In Figures 4a-4c we can see clearly that the largest increase in the photodissociation coefficients occurs for the
specieswith the largest absorption cross sectionsbetween

3000and8000•. Theabsorption
cross
section
ofNO2peaks
at 7 x 10-•9 cm2 near4000•, andthat of C1NOsis large

(10-22-10
-•9 cm2)between
3000and4500•. N205absorbs
strongly
up to 3825.•. Thesespecies
arethe mostaffected
byanychange
intheradiation
between
3000and4000.• (see
Figures45 and4c). The photodissociation
rate constants
of
all thesespecies
increaseup to 10%. 03 (Chappuisbands)

andNOs,whose
peakcross
section
(4.9x 10-•scm2) occurs
at 5900•, aresensitive
to a variationin the radiationfield,
between
4000and8000.• (seeFigures
4aand45).Thesame
is truefor HOC1,whoseabsorption
extendsout to 4200
(Figure4c). C10andH202 dissociate
below3425.•and
3525•, respectively,
andwill be onlyslightlyaffectedby
the changein the flux in the visible region of the spectrum;
therefore the photodissociation rate constants change only

a little (Figures4a and 4c).
In contrast with our large changein the 03 photodissoci-

The Solar MesosphereExplorer satellite measurementsof

ationrate constant,Adr•an•et al. [1987]obtaineda 1% in-

Barth et al. [1983]showedthat 3 weeksafter the E1 Chi-

creaseat 20øN. This small changeis due to the fact that the

chon eruption, the aerosolcloud extended from 0 to 30øN,

aerosol data used were taken in December 1982, 9 months
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Fig. 6. The percent difference in the concentrations of OH, HO2,
H202 under the conditions described in Figure 5.

photodissociationrate constats at a sol• zenith •gle of 45ø for

(a) O•, H•O, H•O•, •d Os; (b) NO, NO•, HNOs, N•Os, •d
NOs; •d (c) HC1, C10, HOC1, •d C1NOs.
after the eruption, when the optical depth had decreased
substantially because of coagulation and gravitational settling of the aerosols.

4.2.

ConcentrationChanges

The changes in photodissociation rate constants lead to
changes in the abundances of certain molecules. While
changesin column abundances between 0 and 60 km were
small, when we focus our attention on specific altitude levels, in particular within the aerosol layer, larger variations

are seen(Figures5-10). It is important to keep in mind
that changessmallerthan 296are insignificant,owingto the
fact that the thresholdfor diurnal convergence
was 296. We
chooseto report the concentration
resultsat 1400LT (solar
zenithangleof 45ø), corresponding
to the figuresillustrating
changes
in the radiationfield (Figures1, 2, and3). The combination of radiative and thermal perturbations enables us
to understand the changesin Os, but cannot quantitatively

account for the other observed changes. In the following
we describethe comparisonbetween theory and data in detail. It is important to bear in mind that the purpose of
modeling is not only to forge agreement between theory and
experiment but also to provide insight into the physics and
chemistry of the system. This in turn can lead us to explore
new ideas and test new hypotheses.

Ox. The ultimatesourceof Ox (O + Os) is 02 photodissociation. The principal reactionsresulting in the lossof O:
are

(R2)
(R17)
(R18)
(R32)
(R55)

O + Os '-• 20a
O + OH -• H + O2
O + HO2 -• OH + O2
O + NO2 -• NO + 02
O + C10 • O2 + C1

(the reactionnumbersrefer to the listing in Tables2a and
2b). Hencethe lossof O• by thesereactionsis proportional
to the atomic

O abundance.
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Ozone, the predominantform of Ox in the stratosphere, increase in stratospheric temperature leads to a decrease
in the three-body Os-forming recombination rate constant

decreasesbecause both the source of Ox decreasesand loss

of O• increases:(1) at 26 km thereis a •6% decrease
in the

(kl) due to its negativetemperaturedependence.Consequently,the [O]/[Os]ratio increases
evenmore(7%). This
of radiationby the aerosols(Figure4a); (2) the partitioning agreeswith the resultsof Adrianiet al. [1987],whoalsoconphotodissociationrate constant of 02 due to the attenuation

between O and Os is governedby the rate of Os formation

via (Ri),

(R1)

O q- O2q-M '-+ Os+M

clude that a small temperature perturbation will increase
the ozonerepartitioning. Increasingthe stratospherictemperature by a few degreesalso increasedthe rate constant
for the reaction

and Os lossthrough photodissociation,

(R38)

(R3) and (R4)

by 8%, leading to a 3.5% increasein the rate of Ox de-

Os + h•, --} O + 02

yielding the steady state expression

O q-O3 --+202

struction.As shownin Figure5, O• (mostlyOs) decreased
by ..•3% due to radiativeperturbationalone,and by
due to the combinedradiative and thermal perturbations at

[o]

+ 74

26 km.

Analyzing data from the Solar BackscatterUltraviolet ex-

periment(SBUV),HeathandSchlesinger
[1984]andChandra
The [O]/[Os]ratio increases
by 3.5%at 26 km (at 1400LT) [1987]reporteda few percentdecrease
in Os concentration
becauseJs q- J4 increasesby this amount.
in the stratosphere
at 20øNin June-July1982(seeTable2).
Adding to our model the perturbation of a few degrees Chandra[1987]alsopresented
resultsof a 2-3% decrease
at
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higherlatitudes(50øN), whichhe comparedwith Dobson at 18 km. At 26 km,
measurementsand theoretical calculationsby Adriani et al.

[1987]. From analyses
of Umkherdata from an Hawaiian
station,Komhyret al. [1985]and DeLuisiet al. [1985]re-

OH + HO2 -• H20 + O2

ported an ozonedecreasenear 25 km.
Unfortunately, the evidencefor an ozone depletion after

dominatesthe lossprocessfor HO•. In thesecases,the rates

the eruptionis not completelyconvincing.Both Heathand
$½hk•inger[1984]and Ch•nd• [1987]discussthe uncertaint), resultingfrom the contributionof the aerosolscatteringto their SBUV signal. A comparison
of SME (Solar
Mesospheric
Explorer)and SBUV radiancesled T. Clancy

significantlywhen the temperature perturbation is added.
Therefore these loss reactions have little impact on the
HO• concentrations,which are controlled by the change in

of the reactions(R46), (R48), and (R29) do not change

O(1D).
The 5% decreaseof H202 is due to the 5% increase in its

(privatecommunication,
1988) to suggestthat ozonein- photodissociation
rate constant(Figure4a), while its large
creasedabove 35 km, contrary to the assessmentof Ch•n-

25% increaseon inclusion of the temperature perturbation

d• [1987]. It is alsocrucialto determinethe effectof the is causedby the 25% increasein the formation through disquasi-biennial
oscillation(QBO) [e.g.,Manti• et •l., 1986]. proportionation reaction between two HO2 molecules,as
Komhyret al. [1985]believethis to be the main causefor consequenceof the HO2 increase.
their observed
ozonedecrease.However,Angeilet •l. [198S]
The HOz partitioningis givenby the [OH]/[HO2] ratio,
show that the ozone reduction was greater than expected whichdepens o.(R20) and (R34) (ossor HO) and
from QBO variations. More recently,An•eii [1988]shows and (R45) (lossof OH) at 26 km. This ratio increasesby
that there is no decreasein the tropical total ozone values
correlated with the E1 Chichon eruption. However, the Os
decreasediscussedin this paper is limited to the lowest 1.5
scaleheightsof the stratosphere,which would not noticeably
affect the total ozone values, especially with the predicted
increasein Os in the middle stratosphere. Indeed, it seems

4.6% without the temperature perturbation, becauseof the

clear from the correlation

changesof specificHOz speciesare in Figure 6.

between

aerosol maximum

and

[NO] increaseand [NO2]decrease
of a few percent,to be
discussedwhen investigatingthe NOx changesbelow. When
the temperature is increasedby a few degrees,the overall
effect is not to changethe ratio significantlybecauseof the
combined

effect on the rate constants.

The

concentration

ozonedepletion[B•i• et •l., 1985]that a volcaniceffectis

Burnettand Burnett [1984]report a 30% increasein the

present. Therefore the few percent decreasein ozone between 25 and 30 km at 20øN in June-July 1982 seemsto be
a believableconsequence
of the volcanicperturbation to the
stratosphere.

OH column abundance. Unfortunately, these ground-based
measurementswere taken at 40øN latitude, different from

Our estimates of the ozone concentration changes due

they were located on the edge of the aerosolcloud, resulting in a "nonuniform"aerosoldistribution and in "unusual"
chemistry in that region. Our calculationsdo not show any

to the presenceof enhancedstratosphericaerosolsare, at
26 kin, a 3.5% decreasewith the new radiation field and a
7.0% decreasewith the temperature perturbation. Above
30 kin, we obtain an increasein ozone, which agreesqual-

our 20øN latitude. C. 1%.Burnett and E. B. Burnett (private communication,1986) have suggestedthat at 40øN,

changein the columuabundanceof OH. We find a 6% increase at 24 km. However, since the peak in the OH con-

itatively with the observations
of T. Clancy (privatecom- centration is near 40 km and the concentration at 24 km
munication,1988). It is clearthat our modelcanreproduce is only a tenth of the peak value,the 6% changeat 24 km
the observedOs changeby simply including the change in
the radiation field due to the presenceof the aerosols, and
the temperature changeresulting from this presence,both
changesin the atmospherehaving been observed.
HO,.
As can be seen from Fignre S, the Os decrease

will not affect the overall column abundance.

Since the vol-

canic aerosollayer extended only up to 30 lan, any change
at 40 km and above, which would affect the columu, has
to be due to another

mechanism.

Also counter

to the ob-

servedOH columuincrease,McKeenet al. [1984]predicted

produces
lowerO(1D) concentrations,
because
O(1D) is a that hydroxyl would not change.If we take into accountthe
product of ozonephotolysis. Also, the higher temperatures

chemicalchangesthat are due to the increasein SO2, as well

decrease
the quenching
of 0( 1D) by N2 and02, tendingto as those causedby the optical depth changes,we do not see
increase
0(1D) concentrations.
an explanationfor the resultsof BurnettandBurnett[1984].
The total HOx ([OH]+ [HO2])decreases
slightlyat 26 km

Adding the temperatureeffectdoesnot significantlyincrease

(Figure6) because
of the decrease
in O(1D). Whenthe
temperature
increases,
theincrease
in O(1D) below22 km

the OH. Since OH in the lower stratosphere contributes so
little to the column abundance,only an enormousperturbation of the lower straWspheric HOz can result in a change

causesHOx to changein the sameway (13% increaseat
•S km).
The destruction of HOz is dominated by

(4a)
(R47)

OH + NO2 + M -• HNOs + M
HO2 + NO2 + M -• HO2NO2 + M

in the column

abundance.

NO, NO2, and HNO3. The total NOz ([NO]+ [NO2],
with NO2 twice as abundantas NO) decreases
slightly,re-

flecting
the O(1D) decrease
at 26km [O(1D)+ N20 is the
sourceof NOz]. When the temperatureperturbationis

added,NOxdecreases
by •3% at 26kin,dueto the O(1D)
decrease at that

followed rapidly by

altitude.

The partitioning between NO and NO2 is given by the
ratio

(R46)
(4s)

OH + HNOs -• NOs + H20
OH + HO2NO2 -• NO2 + H20 + O2

[NO] _ /ss[Os]
[NO] - J9+ ks2[O]

18,438
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whichdecreases
by 10.7%at 24 km (with only the inclusion pareourvaluesdirectlywith their [NO2]/[NO]measured
ratio,
of the radiationchange). This is due to the 10% increase sinceMcFarlandet al. [1986]do not plot this separately.
The processeswe have included in our model permit us
of J9 and [O] as well as the lower los] (Figure 5). The
k33 increasesby 9.3% with the temperature perturbation,

to obtain the correct trend in the partitioning between NO

decreasing
the [NO2]/[NO]ratio by 6%.

and NO2 but do not lead to the observed NOx decrease.

Figure 7 showsthe resulting changesin the concentrations Therefore,as in the caseof HC1 (seediscussion
following),
of the individual NO• species. NO, NO2, and NOs are di- other mechanisms must be considered.
rectly affected by photodissociationchanges. The increases
ClO•. Thetotal C10• ([C1NOs]-t[HOC1]-t-[HC1]+[C1]

in JNO2andJNOa(Figure4b) decrease
NO2 andNOs, while +[C10]) remainsconstantbecausethe C1 source,the phothe opposite is true for NO.
The partitioning between NO• and the reservoir HNOs
can be seen in the ratio

todissociation of halocarbons, has not changed; therefore
the changesin the concentrationsof C1 species are due
strictly to a "reshuffling"of the chlorine between its reservoirs and between

the reservoirs

and reactive

radicals.

El-

emental chlorine partitions itself between the major reservoir speciesC1NOs, HOC1, and HC1. The first has a weak

[HNOs]_ k45[M][OH]
[NO2]
J•s -{-k4a[OH]

C1-ONO2bond (20 kcal/mol) and dissociates
easilyat long
which increasesby 6% at 26 km, becauseHNOs photodis- wavelengths
(upto 4500.1).HOC1isalsoweakly
boundand
sociation(J•s) decreases
by the sameamount,while the dissociatesshortwardof 4200.l. The aerosolshave the effect
other factors do not change at this altitude. The ratio only of increasingthe total radiation by about 8% at thesewaveincreasesslightly by 2.2% when the temperature effect is lengths, leading to increased photodissociation rate conadded,becausek45(formationof HNOs) decreases
by 2.4%. stants for C1NOs and HOC1 of 8% and 7%, respectively,
Therefore HNOs first increasesdue to its decreasedpho-

at 26 km (Figure4c). As a consequence,
the abundances

todissociation
(Figure4b) and then decreases
with the tem-

of C1NOs and HOC1 drop by 8% and 7%, respectively,at

perature perturbation becauseof the decreasein its forma-

26 kin, and in this reduced NO2 environment, the C1 liber-

tion rate via (R45) (seeFigure 8 for HNOs concentration ated reacts with methane to form HC1, which increasesby
changes).
6% at 26 kin. The chemicalstability of HC1 is enhancedby
Observationsshow that NOx decreasedin the posterup-

the 10% decreaseon its photodissociation
rate constant.

tion aerosolcloud. Roscoeet al. [1986]measuredlargeNO

HC1dissociates
at wavelengths
shorterthan 2300.1,in

and NO2 decreasesafter the eruption of E1 Chichon above

which spectral range there is a decrease in the radiation
from 16 to 30 kin. The temperature perturbation enhances
the HC1 increasebecauseof the positive temperature depen-

30 km (seeTable 2). McFarlandet al. [1986]madein situ
balloon measurements

from 20 to 31 km in Texas on Novem-

ber 4, 1981, and July 8, 1982. A comparison of their pro-

denceof the reactionbetweenC1and CH4 (R61), increasing

files shows a factor of 2 decrease in NO and NO2 below

the production of HC1 in the cloud, where the temperature
increases. The methane does not show any change because
its concentrationis much larger than that of HC1. The de-

25 km, while near 30 km there is little difference. Also,

Mankin and Coffey[1986]obtaineda 50% decrease
in the
total NO-{-NO2

column abundance above 12 km but saw

no change in HNOs. The model results show that the radiation and temperature changesproduce only a few percent
NO2 decrease,a slight NO increase, and little HNOs change

(seeTable 1).
McFarlandet al. [1986]foundthat their

structionof HC1 occursby reactionwith OH (R60) which
only increasesby 3-5%, so its effect is minimal, and we obtain an H C1 increase.

The total C1Ox([C1]-t-[C10])increaseof 3.5% is simply
because of the transfer

of C1 from the reservoir

to the ac-

tive forms resulting from increasedphotodissociationof the
reservoir species.This effect is offset by the increasein the

rate of (R61) whenthe temperatureeffectis included.Both

([NO•.]/[NO])calculated
([NO2]/[NO])measured
ratio varied from 0.7 to 1.3 from 20 to 30 km. They obtained
a ratio of 1.0 at 28 km. Our diurnal results produce the
same trend at noon in the partitioning of NOx between NO

C1 and C10 increase as a consequenceof the increase in
C1Ox. Figures 9 and 10 show the changesin all the C1Ox
and ClOy species.
The changein partitioning between C1 and C10, as expressedby the ratio

and NO2: a ratio of 1.0 at 28 km (0.9 belowand 1.05above
28 kin), whenwe take our no aerosolcaseto be their "calculated" case.(Their calculatedratio ignoresthe aerosoleffect
in the determinationof Jg.) The "observed"
casetherefore

[C10]_
k54103]
[C1] k5510]+ ks•[NO]

correspondsto our aerosolcontaining case,where all the perturbations to the atmosphere are taken into account. The
significanceof this comparisondependson the definition of

decreases
by 6% at 26 km becauseof the 2.6%ozonedecrease
and 4.0% NO and 3% O increases. With the temperature

the McFarlandet al. [1986]calculatedcase.Evenin a non- change,the increasein NO is reduced at 26 km, leading to
volcanically
perturbedatmosphere
(November4, 1981)they a smaller[C10]/[C1]decrease(4.75%). The largeC10 and
do not obtain a ratio of i from 20 to 31 km because of the
uncertainty in determining J9. Since the July 8, 1982, data
show more deviation from unity, it suggeststhat their calculated J• value is affected by the volcanic aerosols, in a
manner

consistent

with

our calculations.

We cannot

corn-

HO2 increasewith temperature below 22 km leads to a large

HOCl increase(Figure10) via (R68):
(s6s)

HO2 + C10 •

HOC1 + 02
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Mankin and Coffey[1984]reporteda hydrogenchloride where'7 is the stickingcoefficient(combiningthe "sticking"
and reactionefficiency),v the thermal velocityof the gas

column increaseabove 12 kin, from 20ø to 40øN latitude in
September 1982, which they attributed to direct injection
of chlorinedirectly from the volcano. Also, B. W. Gandrud

(3 x 104cms-X),A themeansurface
area(6.4x 10-s cm2,
assumingthat the geometricaland optical crosssectionsare

and A. L. Lazrus(privatecommunication,
1983) reported the same),and Na, the numberdensityof aerosols(at the
from in situ measurements

an HC1 increase

from

21.6 to

peak
oftheaerosol
cloud
at26kin,ANa-- 9.4X10-7 cm-x).
At eachaltitude, for various'7, the lossrates of eachreaction

27.4km (32ø52•N)in August1982(seeTable2).
We obtain a 10%HC1increaseat 24 km whenthe temperature perturbation is included, which is low compared with

are evaluated

and treated

as first-order

rate constants.

At

the time we performed our calculations,the results of Tolbert

the observations
of B. W. Gandrudand A. L. Lazrus (pri- et al. [1988b]and Worsnopet al. [1988]werenot known.
vate communication,1983). To compareour resultswith The only informationwe had camefrom the experiments
thoseof Mankin and Coffey[1984],we evaluatedour HC1 on water ice which gave sticking coefficientsnear 0.02. This
column abundanceabove 12 km and found a 1.7% increase,
with the temperature effect. This is not enough to match
the observations.Thus the simple changesin radiation field
and temperature are not enough to explain the HC1 observations. In a later section we will consider other possible
explanations

for the observed HC1 increase.

was a typical value used, which yielded a first-order rate
of 2.5 x 10-4 s-x at the altitude of maximum aerosol con-

centration.The new resultsof Tolbertel al. [1988b]yield

sticking
coefficients
near3 x 10-s for (H2) and (H3) on a
65% H2SO4/35%H•O surface. Worsnopel al. [1988]presenteda valueof '7 = 0.06 for (H4) on a 75%liquid sulfuric
acid surface.

5.

HETEROGENEOUS

REACTIONS

THE VOLCANIC

Reactions(H1) and (HS) were investigatedto establish

INVOLVING

whether or not we could enhance HC1 by producing it directly by someunknown heterogeneousmechanism. There is
someexperimentalevidencesuggestingthat HC1 is produced
in a heterogeneousprocessinvolving C1 or C10. Marlin et

AEROSOLS

It is clear from the above discussion,and from Table 2,
that discrepanciesbetween the model and observations of
HC1, OH, NO, and NO2 remain. We now shall consider an
al. [1980]obtaineda reactivitycoefficientfor C1 and C10,
explanation for these discrepanciesinvolving heterogeneous at 220K on 75%H•SO4/25%H•O films,of 3 x 10-4 to
reactions on, or in, the sulfuric acid aerosolparticles. There
i x 10-a and 3 x 10-4 to 2 x 10-a, respectively.
In their
is a great deal of interest in heterogeneousreactionsbecause earlier work, Marlin el al. [1979]found that the product
of their importancein the polarstratospheric
clouds(PSCs) of the wall reaction with C1 and C10 was HC1. Also, Leg
in the Antarctic spring destruction of ozone. To solve the
[1988b]has evidencethat the reactionprobabilityof C10
"ozonehole" problem, experimental physical chemistshave on ice is greater than 0.01 at 190 K. Even though these exfocussedtheir attention on heterogeneousreactions on water periments are not without uncertainties, they suggestthat

ice surfaces[Molina el al., 1987; Leg, 1988a, b; Tolbertel C1/C10 mightproduceHC1heterogeneously
with a '7 in the
al., 1987, 1988a]and on H2SO4/H20 drops [Rossiel al., range that we have found to affect the HC1 abundance in a
1987;Tolbertel al., 1988b;Worsnop
el al., 1988].The recent manner consistent with observations. It is clear that further
resultsof Tolbertel al. [1988b]and Worsnop
et al. [1988]are experimental investigations on these reactions are needed.
particularly relevant when dealing with volcanic aerosols.
We investigated the following heterogeneousreactions,
many of which have been proposedto explain the Antarc-

The available measurementstightly constrain the nature
of possibleheterogeneousprocesses.In general, calculations
in which product NO• did not return to the gasphasemost
tic ozoneholeproblem(for example,seereviewby Solomon closelyapproximated the observationsin Table 1. In partic-

[1988]):
C1NOa -• HC1 *

C1NOa+ HC1-• C12+ (HNOa)
C1NOa+ H20 -• HOC1+ (HNOa)
N205 + H20 -• (2HNOa)
C1 -• H C1 *

(HI)
(H3)
(H4)
(HS)

(wherethe asteriskdenotesspeculative
reactionsin orderto
increaseHC1 directly.) In thesereactionsthe H20 and HC1

ular, (H1) bestreproduces
the availableobservational
data.
The resultsof modelcalculations
in which(H1) wasincluded
(and the assumptionmade that product NO• remainsin
the aerosol)are summarizedin Figure 11 and reportedalso
in Table I for direct comparison with measurements. The
calculations

were carried

out as described

in an earlier

sec-

tion, except the run was terminated after an elapsedtime of
3 months to simulate the delay between the volcanic eruption and time of observationsand to avoid any significant
problems with mass balance.
With the insight gained from previous sections, we can
understand the calculated consequencesof the inclusion of

are preabsorbed in the aerosols. All other molecules are in
the gas phase. It is uncertain whether or not the product
HNOa would remain in the aerosolor escapeinto the gas

(H1) in our reactionlist. The directconversion
of C1NOato
H C1in (H1) leadsto a significantincreasein the calculated

phase(thusthe parentheses
aroundHNOa in the abovereactionlist). Laboratoryexperimentsseemto suggestthat

HC1 abundances, more than doubling at altitudes where
the C1NOa density exceedsthe HC1 density in the "unper-

turbed"atmosphere
(suchis the situationin the lowerstratosphere[cf. Raperel al., 1987]). The reductionin the gas
(denoxification)
decreases
the overThe lossrate of a speciesthrough collisionswith aerosols phaseNOx abundances

HNOa remains in the condensedphase; both eventualities
were examined

in our model runs.

all catalytic NOx destruction of odd oxygen and increases

is

j• = •1'7vANa

(in a relativesense)the Oa concentration
near 30 kin, becausethe primary chemicallossof odd oxygenin most of the
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observations show. Increases in NO and NO2 result because

the chlorine, that normally sequestersNOx in the form of
C1NO3, is now tied up in HC1.
A final suggestionto denitrify the stratosphere, which is
even more speculative than the previous explanations, is
that NO and NO2 are adsorbed onto the aerosols. This

is consistentwith the observed large NOx decrease. In this
case, C1 from C1NO3 dissociation is free to react with the
large CH4 reservoir to form the extra HC1 that is observed.

However,McKeenet al. [1984]calculatedthe lossrate of
NO2 and HNO3 to a distribution of particles and found that
NOx would be completely depleted in a few days, which is
not confirmed by observations.

Holmanand Solomon[1989]specificallystudiedthe ef% DIFFERENCE

Fig. 11. The percent differencein the concentrationsof 03, OH,

NO, NO2, HNO3, and HC1 at 20øN for a localtime of 1400 (solar
zenith angle of 45ø). The model calculationsincludechangesin
the radiation field and temperature and incorporate the hetero-

geneouschemicalreaction C1NO3 --* HC1 (HI).

fect of heterogeneousreactions on the E1 Chichon volcanic
aerosolsusing a two-dimensionalmodel. Neglecting the radiation and temperature effects, they obtain results for 03,
NO2, OH, and HNO3 in qualitative agreement with ours
when we include heterogeneousreactions. Since they focussedon chemistry previously proposed for the Antarctic

holescenario(suchas (H2), (H3), and (Ha)), the discussion
above can explain their result of an HC1 decrease,contrary
to the observed

increase.

stratosphereis due to the NOx catalytic cycle. In the lower
stratosphere the 02 photolysis producing odd oxygen occurs in the long wavelength tail of the Herzberg continuum,
a spectral range in which O3 opacity affects the penetra-

The heterogeneousmechanisms we have considered directly affect the NOx and C1Ox species. Each of the heterogeneousreactionshas a different effect on the O3 profile.

tion of solar radiation. The O3 increase at 30 km results in

file because of a substantial

Reaction(H3) resultsin a significantdecrease
in the O3 proincrease in C10.

In the case of

reduced 02 photolysis at 24 km and, consequently,an ad- the other reactions, the perturbation on the O3 abundances
ditionaldecrease
in O3 at 24 km (in a relativesense).The due to the radiation and temperature effects discussedearassumption of product nitrogen speciessequesteredin the lier in this paper is slightly increasedor decreaseddepending
aerosols,however, necessarilyleads to a decreasein gaseous on the magnitude of the NOx depletion.
HNO3, which was not observed.
Our conclusionis that heterogeneouschemistry needs to
While our choiceof 3 - 0.02 for (H2) is obviouslyan be included in photochemicalmodels to explain the changes
upper limit in light of recent laboratory results, casescal- observed after the E1 Chichon volcanic eruption. This parculatedwith 3 aslow as 10-4 all showextremelyrapidde- allels recent findings concerningthe Antarctic ozone hole.
creases in HC1 within the aerosol cloud, with the chlorine Our analysisshowsthat the heterogeneousreaction between
being repartitioned into other species, in conflict with the C1NO3and sulfuricacid aerosols
to form HC1 (H1), yields
observationsof a large HC1 increaseafter the volcanic erup- results that agree reasonably well with the observationsaftion. We note a similar decrease in HC1 in our model results
ter the volcanic eruption. Considering the uncertainties in
when(H3)isincluded
with3 aslowas10-4, because
HOC1 a one-dimensionalsimulation, and the lack of definitive labis more photolytically stable than C1NO3. Therefore lessC1 oratory results on heterogeneousprocesses,our agreement
is released,when it is in the H OC1 form, for possiblereaction with observationsis encouraging.
to form HC1.

Reaction(Ha) was suggested
by Roscoeet al. [1986]as
a possible mechanism for the observed NOx depletion. In

the calculationsin which (H4) was included(and product
HNO3 sequestered
in the aerosols),NOx decreasedand HC1

6.

DIRECT

INJECTIONS

INTO

OF VOLCANIC

GASES

THE STRATOSPHERE

Due to the obviouslyspeculative
natureof (H1), we can-

not claim that it is the only reaction that can account for
free to form HC1. Reaction(H4) is a goodcandidateto ex- the observations.We therefore must investigate an equally
plain part of the observationsof concentration changesafter speculativescenarioinvolving injection of gasesdirectly into
the E1 Chichoneruption.However,(H1) produceda larger the stratospherefrom the eruption of the volcano. This posincrease in HC1 abundances and not as large a decreasein sibility is substantiated by the fact that many volcanosare
the HNO3 values. Moreover, a consequenceof the larger known to eject gasesother than SO2, such as C12, HC1, or
increased. Since NO2 is unavailable to form C1NO3, C1 is

overalldenitrificationas a result of (H4), there is a larger H20 [Cadle,1975,1980].
Woodset al. [1985]discussed
the implicationsof the derelativeO3 increasewith (H4) than with (HI), whichdoes
not agree with observations.

Reaction(H5) was investigatedto establishwhetheror
not we could enhance HC1 by producing it directly by some
unknown heterogeneousmechanismnot involving nitrogencontaining components. While this is possiblewith 3 - 0.01

creasein NaC1 concentrations they observed in the volcanic
plume from May to July 1982. They state that the NaC1
lost in the plume reacted with H2SO4 to form the HC1 ob-

servedby MankinandCoffey[1984]andB. W. Gandrudand
A. L. Lazrus(privatecommunication,
1983). We estimate

(or J' - 1.2x 10-4 s-•), the inclusion
of (H5) producesthe amount of C1 injected using the differencein halite conchangesin NO and NO2 in the opposite senseof what the

centrations in the volcanic plume measured by Woodset al.
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[1985].Thisimpliedthat 500ng m-s of C1wereinjected, changes were actually injected into the stratosphere. For
resulting in a 0.2 ppb extra chlorine loading between 18 and

this reason,we considerthe explanationbasedon (H1) dis-

21 kin.

cussed in the previous section to be more plausible than
direct injection.

The extra

C1 for other altitudes

ative to the amount

of aerosol at that

was estimated

level.

rel-

The chlorine

was first added to our model in the form of C1 atoms and

correspondedto a maximum possibleHC1 increaseof 40%
at 28 km. The calculations performed included the radiation field and temperature perturbations and resulted in
very little changein the final HC1 concentration.
We

also considered

the

case in which

the volcano

in-

jected HC1 itself into the stratosphere. The recent paper

7.

CONCLUSION

Our radiative transfer calculations predict that the sudden increasein stratospheric aerosolsdue to the E1 Chichon

eruption causeda 10% increasein the actinic flux longward

of 3500.• between16and30km. In regions
of largegaseous

by Symondset al. [1988]statesthat HC1 is the dominant optical depth, the total radiation decreasedby 15% within
chlorine-containing compound in volcanic gases. However,
our calculations show that very little of the HC1 initially

injected,estimatedfrom the Woodset al. [1985]data, remained in the stratosphere 3 months later. Given these
results, to obtain a 40ø/6increasein HC1 at 28 km 3 months
after the eruption, an HC1 column increase of 60% above

12 km (or a 820%HC1increaseat 28 km) is necessary.The
HC1injectedreactswith OH to formC1(R60), whichrapidly
equilibrateswith C10 ((R54) and (R55)). With normal atmospheric NO2 concentrations, the formation of C1NOs is
preferred over that of HC1, while its destruction is more
rapid. The extra C1 will partition itself aznong the other

chlorinespeciesin.order to return the [C1]/[HC1]ratio to

the volcanic aerosollayer. These changesin the actinic flux
have a direct impact on stratospheric photodissociation rate
constants. Os, NO2, NOs, C1NOs, and HOC1 have absorp-

tioncrosssections
between
3000and8000.• andareamong
the specieswhose photodissociation rate constants increase

by 10%, while those of 02, H20, NO, and HC1, absorb-

ing below3000.•, decrease
by 15%at altitudeswithinthe
aerosol cloud.

The radiation and temperature changesare observed atmospheric perturbations that affect the concentrations of
speciesin various ways. For example, the model predicted a
7% Os decreaseat 24 kin, in agreementwith observations.
This is due to both a 6% decreasein the photodissociation

the preinjection steady state value.
Besides this "chemical" loss of HC1, there is also a loss
because of transport to the troposphere, and rainout be-

rate constantof O2 and a 7ø/6increasein the [O]/[Oa]ratio.

low 16 kin. The large gradient in ClOy concentrationaf-

the decreasedrate of the ozoneformation reaction (from
O + O2+M).

ter the injection of HC1 increases the downward flux of

species.The rainout represents70% of the lossof injected
HC1 when we consider a 60ø/6 column increase.

There are

no observationsof sucha large direct injection of HC1 after
E1 Chichon. There is evidencepresentedby Symondset al.

The latter results from a change in the partitioning between
O and Oa becauseof increasedozone photodissociationand

The changes
in HOx followthe changes
in O(•D) concentrations. The explanation of the details in the partitioning between OH and HO2 depends on NO• chemistry. Our

modelpredictslittle NOx change,but an [NO2]/[NO] ra[1988]that thelargeexplosive
eruptionof Toba(75,000years tio decreaseof 6% becauseof increasedphotodissociationof
B.P.), Taznbora(1815)andKrakatau(1883)couldhavecon- NO2.

tributed enoughHC1 to the atmosphere. Basedon our work,
if a substantial fraction of the HC1 were directly injected
into the stratosphere, the chemical perturbations could have
been severe. It is difficult to quantify the exact effect of these
eruptions on ozone,but it is clear that any recorded smaller
eruption could not have affectedozone by an HC1 injection,
sincethe HC1 would quickly return to its steady state value.
It might also be possible to decrease the NO and NO2
contentof the atmosphereby a direct injection of H20 from

the volcano.However,Thomaset al. [1983]suggested
that

The calculated 10% increasein H C1 is explained by an
enhanced release of C1 from C1NOs and HOC1 reservoirs.

While ClOy remains constant, becausethere is no change

in halocarbonphotodissociation,
the C10•/C1Ov ratio increasesbecause of the enhanced photodissociation of chlorine reservoir species.
Heterogeneous reactions such as those invoked to denitrify the polar stratosphereand precondition the early spring

chemistry probably occurredon the volcanic aerosols.Of all
heterogeneousreactions explored in the model, we favor the

there was less than a 20% increasein water, while Roscoe reaction C1NOs --• HC1. This reaction results in a decrease

et al. [1986]estimatedthat 20 ppmv of H20 would have of NO and NO2 and an increase in HC1 concentrations, conto be injected to produce the observed NOx decrease. If
20 ppmv of H20 are added to our model, the NO and NO2

sistent with

observations.

aznountof water has to be injectedaround40 km (whichis
unobserved).Any large H20 increasehas a direct impact

water decreases NO• and HC1 and increases OH. Unfortu-

If the observationof a 40% H C1 increaseis caused by a
concentrations
are reducedby about 20o/6(after 3 months), direct injection of gas into the stratosphere, we conclude
that an initial HC1 column increase above 12 km of 60% is
which is still not sufficient to explain the observations.
Including 20 ppmv of water in our model also producesa required. This large injection has not been confirmed by
20ø/6OH increaseat 24 km, but again the columnchanges observation. Any HC1 added to the stratosphere is quickly
by only a few percent. In order to obtain a 30% column removed by transport to the troposphere and redistribution
increasein OH [Burnettand Burnett, 1984],a substantial of C1 aznongthe other species. A large direct injection of

on the HC1 lossrate. The inclusionof 20 ppmv of H20 leads
to a 15% HC1 loss,in contradictionwith the observations.
Unfortunately, the injection of a single speciesdoes not
explain all the data. It is also unlikely that the large
aznounts required to produce the observed stratospheric

nately, the change is not sufficient to explain the NO• and
OH observations

and contradicts

the increase in HC1 mea-

sured.

These investigations are a challenge to our model. The
agreement between the model predictions, based on observed atmospheric perturbations, and the measured atmo-
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sphericconsequences
of theseperturbations(seeTable 1) is
very good. Therefore the processesdescribedin the model
seem to be an almost complete description of the Earth's
stratosphere. We can extend this work to a case of an early
Earth, with many active volcanoserupting every year. The
consequenceson the chemistry and radiation of the atmospheremight be significant in modeling the subsequentevolution to present-day conditions.
One of the least understood aspects of the chemistry of
the Earth's stratosphere is that of the effect of aerosols.
The optical and chemical properties of these particles are
not yet fully understood. Therefore their effect on other atmospheric species and on the radiation field is not clearly
known. We therefore need more laboratory studies of aerosols which

should include

the critical

information

on het-

erogeneous,aqueous-phasereaction rates. It would then be
less difficult

to include

them

in realistic

theoretical

models

of the atmosphere.
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